
A Guide to Realms Above and Below

Humanity is but a member of a greater ecosystem. While once the existence of the demonic and

angelic was dismissed as nothing more than children’s fables, more and more we found it impossible to

deny the truth before us. Throughout the years, these presences distorted our reality. Humans found

themselves outclassed in a world they thought they ruled. In the midst of this tumultuous world, there is

only one weapon we can wield: knowledge. And in this fashion I mean to arm you.

Realms

Besetting Earth are three different planes of existence, or realms, each with their own interests. We

call them Heaven, Hell, and the Soulpath. All are lands beyond reason.

Soulpath

Separating Heaven, Hell, and Earth is a realm known as the Soulpath: a bleak, boundless wasteland

of souls and solemnity. There is no air, no gasses of any kind within it, so entry without protection

means certain death. Furthermore, what appears to be ground is but an illusion that the souls within it

use for direction. A being with a physical form would fall right through it and continue thus in blackness

for eternity. It is unfortunate it is so hostile, as the landscapes, great swathes of eerie land and

impossibly high-reaching peaks, would chill one’s bones with their beauty. 

The Soulpath must be crossed to reach between worlds. Human souls are pulled here after death by

some unknown force, meant to traverse it to find peace in the afterlife. As it is such an undesirable

realm, few ever linger, but should you search, you will find a rare inhabitant. Archangels of Passage

guide lost souls and living ones unfortunate enough to find their way there. Particularly adamant souls,

either seeking to deny their own death or corrupted by a passing demon, become ghosts, an existence

above a common soul, but in many ways more depressing. 

Both Heaven and Hell are constantly trying to find ways to use the Soulpath to their advantage. We can

only hope their search turns up nothing.

Hell

A realm of blood-red sand and sky, Hell rumbles with potent emotion and reckless ambition. Nothing

in hell has the capacity to last. Hills crumble into rocky wastelands before becoming mountains. Lakes

and rivers dry up before they dare to become seas. Trees never reach a twilight age, decaying and

tearing themselves apart before they can offer shade beneath their branches. Cities are the only pips

upon the land, kept alive through the efforts of those who live there, but even they are ephemeral.



While the environment may be harsh, it is livable for any human unfortunate to find themselves there.

The climate is temperate, but does not follow seasons as Earth does. One day may be scorching hot and

the next a frigid cold. Days and nights are long, and their sun is a pure white. 

It is unknown what the ‘sun’ of Hell truly is or what created it. 

Heaven

Heaven is an idealized world of divinity, and a bastion of perseverance and selflessness. Unlike both

Hell and Earth, which have days and nights, Heaven is eternally bathed in light both comfortably warm

and never painful to one’s eyes. The landscape and architecture, while impressive in scale, are rigid and

cold, unbreakable yet unwelcoming. Any vestige of the natural is created, not grown. 

There is only a single city in Heaven: a bountiful metropolis known as Aeiras. The endless reaches

outside of it are a barren eternity of nothing. Thankfully, however, they are easy to ignore. Aeiras is full of

amusements both mortal and divine, the angels welcoming if a degree lofty, and the air thick with a

pleasing scent that wears aches and worries away. The peak of Aeiras is the grand temple where the

seraphim and greater denizens of Heaven preside, its spire piercing the clouds. No human has ever

been allowed to approach it. 

Inhabitants

Just like humans, inhabitants of Heaven and Hell have their own unique traits. It would be folly to

claim the ability to detail the depth of their cultures in a single script, so this will cover just the major

points. While not always engaged in all-out war, beings from Heaven and Hell are almost universally

hostile toward each other to some degree. The origin of this hostility cannot be traced back to one

moment in time or one action in particular, but it is ancient and ever-present. 

Demons

Demons dominate Hell. They vary in shape and size with limited uniformity. Rather, demons pride

themselves on their uniqueness from others of their kind, sometimes going to great lengths to

differentiate themselves. It is believed that because Heaven is so strictly ordered that Hell would be

wrought with chaos, but it is ignorance that perpetuates that belief. Observation and study tells us

rather the societies of Hell cannot so easily be summed up. Lesser and greater demons alike are

governed by whatever system they have chosen at the time. The idea of a government in Hell may sound

preposterous, but viewed as a tool to further personal ambitions, it does not sound out of place. 

To classify their power, humans and angels have broken demons into two groups, a classification the

demons themselves do not necessarily respect. ‘Lesser’ demons are classified as such primarily due to

their inability to allow passage from Earth to Hell. In some cases, a demon may be called ‘greater’ if they

hold significant influence or power, even if they are incapable of traversing the worlds. This is because

demonic power is granted to them by notoriety. The more beings either respectful or fearful of a demon,

the greater their demonic power becomes. 



Greater Demons

Much less is known about greater demons. They prefer to remain quiet, working through subterfuge

and underlings, ironically similar to the equivalently powerful seraphim in Heaven. What little is known

is learned mostly through the rare greater demon that chooses to boast their power. The portals they

forge to and from Hell are parasitic, requiring some form of the powers unique to the denizens of each

realm. From humans, it’s life force; demons, their demonic power; and angels, their divine power.

Though they have the ability to move to and from Earth, it’s exceedingly rare that they do, as they are

most vulnerable to attacks from archangels there. It’s much more common for them to command

demons to bring what they want from Earth to Hell instead. Also, living on Earth drains them both of

mind and demonic power. The currents of human emotion can carry them away and lead them to lose

interest in their purpose or feel emotions like remorse more vividly. 

Angels

Heaven is populated almost exclusively by angels, though in extremely rare cases, humans can take

up residence there as well. Before fully explaining the hierarchy of Heaven, I should clarify the two uses

of the term ‘angel’. The first refers to all angelic beings of Heaven, including the mortal angels living on

Earth, archangels, and seraphim, while the second meaning refers to only the mortal variety of angels

most often found living on Earth. While much of Heaven’s resources end up devoted to countering Hell’s

influence on Earth, there is far more to Heaven than that. Angels divide themselves into three distinct

ranks: angels, archangels, and seraphim.

Lesser Demons

Lesser demons swarm Hell with their

numbers. They are ubiquitous with Hell’s

identity, fiery beings of impulse and passion.

They range in size from imps no taller than your

knee to titans two stories high. Physical and

demonic strength between lesser demons varies

wildly. Some can crush human bones in their

grasp or control their mind. Others struggle to

lift a stone. All lesser demons command some

degree of control over their form. This includes

manipulating their limbs, size, body color, and

inhuman growths ranging from functional wings

to gruesome tumors. Most are capable of

mimicking a human’s appearance to a startling

degree. Due to their shapeshifting abilities, it is

hard to describe how the average lesser demon

appears. Generally, however, they will have oddly-

colored skin, and some form of horns, spikes,

and/or claws. 



Archangels

Distinct from Earth angels, archangels are physically imposing, almost universally taller and stronger

than any human. Their dispositions, however, often direct them to benevolence and kindness toward

humans. Despite their desire to interact with humans as such and cultivate interests on Earth, there

comes a with it a degree of risk. As a consequence of spending most of their time in Heaven (or the

Soulpath, for the Order of Passage), archangels are oft unprepared for the underlying currents of chaos

and emotion that rule Earth. These invisible flows can cloud their judgement, shift their personalities, or

even make them vulnerable to demonic corruption if exposed for too long. Hence the appearance of an

archangel on Earth, while not rare, is neither commonplace. 

All archangels are part of an Order and keeping true to an Order’s purpose is of utmost importance to

each and every one of them. Members of each Order also possess an intrinsic power that comes from

the act of manifesting their inner divine energy. These four Orders are as follows: 

Decree
Stark, strong, and unrelenting, the Order of Decree enforces the laws of Heaven. The colors of the Order

of Decree are blue and white and, unlike the other Orders, have a uniform from which they rarely deviate.
The most distinctive parts of this uniform are their brilliant cloak and the blindfold they wear at all times.
They may have as many as six wings, though most will have only two or four. Members of this order
typically take on a more cordial disposition, doing their best to both stay familiar with their peers in other
Orders whilst avoiding becoming too close, as they may be called upon to apprehend one. Their
relationships with Archangels of Intrinsicality are particularly strained, as Intrinsicality is the only Order that
oversees itself. Members of the Order of Decree are oft of the opinion that such lack of external oversight is
a lapse in security. At times, they will be called upon to descend to Earth when demons show in force or
humans present themselves a great enough threat.

Passage
Spending nearly all of their time in the Soulpath
with minimal human or angel contact, Archangels
of Passage are seen as stoic and dependable. Their
colors are green and black and they wear some
degree of armor, though like their second pair of
wings, its purpose is more symbolic than practical.
They also often wield a scythe or other single-
bladed weaponry. While manifesting their divine
power, they are capable of moving themselves,
others, and objects through any form of matter
without interacting with it. The first of their duties
is to prevent any demon interference with a soul’s
natural progression along the Soulpath. While
Archangels of Passage are not any more powerful
than other archangels, their devotion to their duty
and experience with the flows of the Soulpath
make them as juggernauts within it. Their second
duty is to ensure human souls neither resist nor
avoid their journey to the afterlife. For this,
Archangels of Passage remove themselves of
nearly all emotion. Souls with regrets may attempt
to return to Earth, becoming haunting spirits or,
even worse, demons. The third duty of the Order
of Passage is to relay information about potential
opportunities of charity to the Order to
Benevolence. A soul tells many things about the
life it lived and who it left behind, and members of
the Order of Passage are adept at reading souls.
Those who left dregs of sorrow in their passing or
died in a greater tragedy can lead Archangels of
Passage to information on needs in the living
world.



The divine power they command is known as Enveres, an ability that grants them freedom to move between
Heaven, Hell, Earth and the Soulpath at will. While travel directly from Heaven to Hell remains impossible
even for them, they are the only known beings capable of traveling from Earth to Hell on command. There is
more to their power, but they are conservative both in its use and education. Very few outside the Order are
fully aware of the depths of Enveres, both the mechanics by which it works and the full potential its powers
wield.

Intrinsicality
If archangels of Decree are the police of Heaven
and Earth, archangels of Intrinsicality are the
managers. The colors of the Order of Intrinsicality
include the entire range of greys, all the way from
white to black, though it is not uncommon for
them to use small amounts of gold in their
clothing and decorations as well. Their foremost
duty is to create laws by which Heaven governs
itself and Earth, as well as hear the will of higher-
ranked angels—seraphim—so it may be
communicated to all archangels and potentially
crafted to law as well. Their second duty is to help
organize the other Orders and act as a “soft touch”
to disruptions in the order of Heaven before the
Order of Decree takes over. They may act as
advisors, planners, counselors, or whatever else is
needed. For this duty, they open themselves up to
emotion more than their brothers and sisters in
the Orders of Passage and Decree. The most
distinctive physical feature of Archangels of
Intrinsicality is not their number of wings but their
number of arms. Most Archangels of Intrinsicality
are seen with two pairs of arms, though more can
be summoned as their needs demand it. Most
frequently, they use these extra arms to manifest
their divine power, divikenesis. Much akin to
telekinesis, divikenesis can move objects of any
size or shape by providing adequate will and a few
hand gestures.

 



Seraphim

Above the archangels are the seraphim, mysterious beings of varied power and unknown appearance.

They are rarely seen by anyone, almost never leave Heaven, and only communicate to others outside of

their circle through the Order of Intrinsicality. Beyond the seraphim, it is unknown if any higher powers

exist. The most common belief, that there is a single omniscient ruler known as God, is still mere

conjecture to angels and archangels. 

Angels

Apart from archangels, seraphim, and whoever else may rule Heaven are the most numerous spawns

of divinity: angels. They are commonplace on Earth, similar in appearance with humans except for their

wings and a slight tendency toward more philanthropic causes. Do not make the mistake of grouping

them with other denizens of Heaven, however. They are far more independent, varied, and mortal than

their counterparts. Divinity, while present in all angels and passed down through genealogy, is an

entropic trait. Only with the aid of archangels can it be restored. This makes most angels a degree

weaker and shorter-lived than archangels, as well as robbing them of the divine powers archangels

wield. Compared to humans, however, they are still much stronger, dexterous, are blessed with lifelong

health, and live longer lives.

Benevolence
The most populous of the Orders, the Order of
Benevolence’s devotion is to charity. Their colors
are a festive combination of red and either orange
or green. They frequently interact with humans
and are known as the most approachable and
conversational of archangels. Their divine powers
allow them to adjust their body as they see fit,
though with some limitations. The forms they take
must always have a pair of wings and can shrink
no shorter than a couple feet or taller than a few
stories high. Using this, they often make
themselves appear the same size as humans and
shrink their wingspan to appear less intimidating.
Indeed, many humans who interact with an
Archangel of Benevolence never realize their
patron was not an angel, but rather an archangel. 

With the information gathered from their members
on Earth and shared by archangels from other
Orders, Archangels of Benevolence will seek out
individuals or families in need and offer what they
can. Sometimes it’s access to necessities like food
and water, sometimes it’s aid for difficult
situations, and sometimes it’s simply emotional
support. The Order also has many centers to which
many humans can apply for and receive aid,
distributed as the Order sees fit.



Conclusion

In this, we come to the role Earth plays in the ecosystem of worlds. Demons use Earth for plethora

reasons. To many, it is a playground, a place for them to indulge themselves or lead others to indulging.

To others, it is a staging area for longer-term, darker schemes. While demons are hardly united toward

any one goal, all of them benefit from a greater concentration of hellish influence on Earth, chiefly

through procreation with or corruption of humans. Through these actions, travel to and further

influence upon Earth becomes easier, leading to a feedback loop that could lead to Earth becoming

overrun or, in a worse-case scenario, merged with Hell. 

This, however, is where Heaven comes in. Humanity sustains the power and divinity of Heaven through

reverence among other things, and in order to protect that sustenance, angels of all kinds devote

themselves to combating demons and their machinations. Just like demons, angels and archangels

procreate with humans to both proliferate their population and give Heaven a stronger presence on

Earth. The Orders, when vigilant, counter demonic actions in many other ways as well. 

The purpose of this guide is to better arm oneself with the knowledge of both the enemies and friends

fate has granted humanity. Do not embrace paranoia, but neither indulge in arrogance. Should one be

approached by a demon, never take them at their word—they consider their desires first and foremost.

The help of archangels is never far away, but remember: 

They have their motives, too.


